
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for an interpreter. Please review
the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will
consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have
sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for interpreter

Instructional support of visually disabled student(s) with classroom curricula
and instruction specific to their needs (Brailing, technology, activities of daily
living)
Interpret after school activities, meetings, parent-teacher conferences
Responsible for using information provided by the customer, dealer, or region
to identify and develop a salable solution including making serviceability
decisions according to the supporting the product group strategy
Developing the highest value solution requires managing both engineering,
and procurement resources
Ensure the solution provided will function properly when installed on and
mated with existing machinery and structures
Ensure successful part procurement by possessing in depth knowledge of
internal purchasing, manufacturing and routing practices, supplier capabilities
Possess in depth knowledge of current and legacy engineering data systems
Ability to identify potential issues with designs based on experience and take
action as required
Accountable solely for deciding process flow for part creation, determining if
part can be efficiently procured, or if engineering redesign is necessary to
provide highest value solution at the lowest dragline investment (engineering
time and procurement cost)
Responsible for the creation of salable parts, assemblies, and kits to support
the dragline aftermarket
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The candidate must be certified in Japanese Language Proficiency Test (JLPT)
Ensure all invoicing is completed in an accurate and efficient manner
Ensure purchasing meets branch and customer requirements
This occupation has a level of skill commensurate with a bachelor degree or
higher qualification
Provide prompt, courteous and efficient service to all customers, ensuring
competitive pricing while retaining a commercial business approach
Market and promote products to increase volumes and market share


